
Predictable Chart Writing

• Writing with Children for All Abilities 

• Writing with Alternative “Pencils”

• Four Blocks Literacy Framework

Kayna Plaisted



Karen Erickson & Dave Koppenhaver 

• Experts in literacy and disability from North Carolina

• Dave Koppenhaver was the founder and Karen Erickson 
is the Director of the Center for Literacy and Disabilities 
at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (CLDS)

• The two have worked together for more than 25 years 
conducting research and developing methods and 
materials focused on literacy assessment and 
intervention for students with complex communication 
need and other disabilities. 

• You can learn more about their research at 
http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds

http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds


Resources



Predictable Chart Writing Specific Resources 

• The Best Simplified Directions 

• https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds/files/how-
to-handouts/PredChartWriting.pdf

• Predictable Chart Writing Free Webinar

• https://www.dlmpd.com/predictable-chart-
writing/

• Website Dedicated to Predictable Chart Writing Overall

• http://predictablechartwriting.weebly.com/

https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds/files/how-to-handouts/PredChartWriting.pdf
https://www.dlmpd.com/predictable-chart-writing/
http://predictablechartwriting.weebly.com/


Daily Emergent Interventions

-Shared Reading

-Predictable Chart Writing

-Alphabet & Phonological Awareness 

-Independent Writing with access to 

full alphabet

-Self-Directed Reading 

-Symbol-based Communication (with 

few exceptions) 

Daily Conventional 

Interventions

-Guided Reading (Anchor-Read-Apply)

-Word Study (Key Words + Making 

Words)

-Writing

-Self-Directed Reading 

-Communication with symbols + spelling

No Yes

Does the student:
Know most of the letters most of the time?

Engage actively during shared reading?

Have a means of communication and interaction?

Understand that writing involves letters and words?



Does Your Classroom have 

ALL Students who are 

Emergent or Conventional?

Combine the Emergent and 
Conventional Interventions
•Shared Reading AND Guided Reading 

•Alphabet & Phonological Awareness During 

Word Wall & Making Words

•Predictable Chart Writing (Share the Pencil)

•Writing Instruction (Conventional Only)

•Self-directed Reading 

•Independent Writing

Use the list of Emergent 

OR Conventional 

Interventions

No Yes



Different Students Different Targets 

• Conventional-Goal is to build skills to communicate 
experiences, thoughts, feelings and understandings for many 
purposes. 

• Writing Process

• Emergent-Goal is to build early understanding of the 
functions of print

• Writing by Children

• Writing with Children (Predictable Chart Writing) 

• Writing for Children



What is a Predictable Chart 

• A Predictable Chart is a whole class literacy activity 
to help students participate in reading and develop 
an understanding of writing. 

• A five day multi-step approach to structure shared 
writing.

• Results in a book for the classroom library 

• An opportunity to build:

• concepts about print and communication

• word identification, spelling, capitalization, and 
punctuation



Predictable Chart Example 

What Do You Like? 

• I like candy. (Kayna)

• I like fries. (Ismail)

• I like apples. (Tanya)

• I like ice cream. (Adam)

• I like cats. (Mequila)

• I like snakes. (Mason)

• I like horses. (Sienna)



How does Predictable Chart Writing Work?

• Step 1: Write the Chart

• Step 2: Reread/work with Chart

• Step 3: Work with Cutup Sentence Strips

• Step 4: Be the Sentence

• Step 5: Make the Book!



Step 1: Write the Chart

• Activity begins with a blank sheet of paper so 
the chart can be developed as a class.

• Write the title of the chart and model your 
response. Write the full sentence stem and your 
name after in parentheses. 

• Brainstorm as a class different answer ideas. Use 
props, communication symbols etc. 

What Do You Like? 

I like candy. (Kayna)



Step 1: Write the Chart

• Each student is given a turn to complete their 
own sentence (verbal, objects, AAC). As the 
teacher writes the sentences on the chart 
making sure to line up the repeated words 
neatly and a different color for every sentence 
to help with recognition of the pattern. Then 
write the student name in parenthesis after the 
sentence. 

• Re-read while tracking the print with a pointer 
for each sentence after written, then re-read 
the whole chart when finished aloud to the 
students. 

What Do You Like? 

I like candy. (Kayna)
I like fries. (Ismail)
I like apples. (Tanya)
I like ice cream. (Adam)
I like cats. (Mequila)
I like snakes. (Mason)
I like horses. (Sienna)



Step 2: Reread & Work with the Chart

• The primary goal of this step is to help students 
focus on specific aspects of the text. 

• For students who are emergent the focus is on 
print awareness.  This includes teaching students 
that print carries meaning, and developing 
concepts of sentences, words, and letters. 

• Conventional readers will have repeated 
practice reading high frequency words in the 
context of real sentences and learn skills such as 
punctuation, spacing, and capitalization. 



Step 2: Reread & Work with the Chart

• Reread chart to provide a good model, then Reread 
chart as a group encouraging students & staff to 
read along. Give students turn to be the “pointer”.

• Analyze chart for 2-3 key elements: 
• For example, you can ask the students to find any words in 

the chart that include the letter “b.”  Students work 
together to examine each word and identify the words 
that include an “b.”  For students who are nonverbal and 
limited movement, try partner assisted scanning.  This is 
done by having the adult slowly point to each word in the 
sentence. The student then tells the adult to stop, using a 
gesture, vocalization, switch or other means when the 
adult is pointing to a word that includes the letter “b.”



Step 3: Work with Sentence Strips

• The primary goal of this step is to help students 
focus on concept of word. 

• Create a sentence strip ahead of time for each 
student with their individual sentence on it.

• Just like yesterday start by repeating the chart 
reading with a pointer. Then hand out the premade 
sentence strips to students to work with. 

• Ask the student to read the sentence strip. Then, 
have the student cut their sentence into individual 
words.  If you have students who are unable to cut 
the sentence independently you can try partner 
assisted scanning. 



Step 3: Work with Sentence Strips

• If students cut in the middle of a word, tape the 
student’s strip back together and ask them to cut 
the sentence into individual words again. It may take 
several attempts to get it right.  Give the students 
the time they need to figure it out by doing it. 

• After the sentence is cut into its individual words, 
ask the students to arrange their words to recreate 
their sentence.  Once they finish, read the words in 
the order the student arrange them. 

• “Does that sound right?” Read the sentence as it 
should appear and reread the words in the order the 
student created.  Ask the student to try again as 
needed. Repeat the process as needed. 

I  like  candy.   (Kayna)

candy.   I like  



Step 4: Play Be the Sentence

• The primary goal of this step is to help students 

focus on concept of word and writing sentences that 

make sense. 

• Just like yesterday start by repeating the chart 

reading with a pointer.

• Write each word from a single sentence from the 

chart on individual pieces of paper.

• If available, use students’ personal AAC devices or 

program single message devices as needed to say 

these individual words.



Step 4: Play Be the Sentence

• Pass out the words from the sentence and have the 

students with words come to the front of the room to 

construct the sentence. 

• Each time the group indicates that the sentence is ready, 

read the sentence the way the group arranged it.  

Compare their sentence to the actual sentence on the 

chart, and work to get students to recognize the left-to-

right orientation and specific order of the words while 

emphasizing what “sounds right” and “makes sense.”

• Once in the correct order read the sentence aloud with 

students in exciting ways.  



Step 5: Make the Book

• The primary goal of this step is to have students 
publish a finished product they can access at self-
selected reading time and/or to bring home to read. 

• First, let the students select an image that reflects 
their sentences.  This can be done using magazines, 
photographs, or images from the internet. 

• Next, help students glue the words from the 
sentences strips onto the page, write the sentence, 
or type it to add to the page.  You might also work 
with the students to make the book using 
tarheelreader.org or power point or other computer 
and internet based book-making tools. 



Step 5: Make the Book

• Coordinate with art projects.

• Use real photos of students. 

• Use TarHeelReader.org      KaynaP

• Place a copy of the book in the classroom library 
to read during self-directed reading time. 

https://tarheelreader.org/find/?search=KaynaP&category=&reviewed=&audience=&language=en&page=1


Predictable Chart Writing

• Step 1: Write the Chart

• Step 2: Reread/work with Chart

• Step 3: Work with Cutup Sentence Strips

• Step 4: Be the Sentence

• Step 5: Make the Book!



Predictable Chart Writing Linking 

• Plan for your charts to target math skills

• “In my family there is ____ people.” 

• Plan for your charts to target letters you are working on

• Letter of the day is B…  “Babies can be _____.” 

• Plan for your charts to align with core vocabulary

• Pick words from students communication devices to use in 
the stem.

• Plan for your charts to align with your guided/shared 
reading book of the week 

• Reading Brown Bear Brown Bear? “I see a ____ looking at 
me.” 



Predictable Chart Writing 
Conventional Students 

• Target inner voice instead of concept of word. 

• Use Predictable Charts as your brainstorm. Let 
students use the chart to create their own draft 
following the structure of the cart. Use this 
writing draft to edit, revise and publish a final 
paragraph. 

• Have conventional students be the pencil to 
write the chart or sentence strips. 



Predictable Chart Writing 
Alternative Pencils 

• One activity that could be added to the 
Predictable Chart Writing routine is 
demonstrating how to write these sentences 
using the alternative pencils students are using 
in writing by children classes. 

• Students learn how to use pencils by writing with 
the pencils and seeing others model how to use 
the pencil appropriately.

• All you would do is demonstrate how to use the 
“pencil” and then provide opportunities for 
students to practice as well. 



Predictable Chart Writing 
Alternative Pencils 



Predictable Chart Writing Planning Example 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

-Title

-Teacher

sentence

-brainstorm

-Dictate 

sentences

-Read chart to 

them

-Re-read the 

chart

-Match letters 

-Re-read the 

chart 

-Give cut up 

sentences to 

match to their 

sentence strip

-Re-read the 

chart

-Be the 

sentence

-Re-read the 

chart

-Make the book

-Read book 

together at end



Predictable Chart Writing Examples 

• Step 1: Write the Chart

• Step 2: Reread/work with Chart

• Step 3: Work with Cutup Sentence Strips

• Step 4: Be the Sentence

• Step 5: Make the Book!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hu1EV60bqk&t=569s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hu1EV60bqk&t=569s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hu1EV60bqk&t=569s


Predictable Chart Writing Examples 

• Step 1: Write the Chart

• Step 2: Reread/work with Chart

• Step 3: Work with Cutup Sentence Strips

• Step 4: Be the Sentence

• Step 5: Make the Book! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNDVNG6D1gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Mm5_zYAkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Mm5_zYAkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Mm5_zYAkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNDVNG6D1gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNDVNG6D1gw


Questions About Predictable Chart Writing? 



“No one is too anything to 
be able to read and write.”

-David Yoder
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Facilitated Sharing

• Snowball…..

Write one idea from today you would 
like to try when working with 

students? 


